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6 popular camp mats put to the ultimate real world test
– we reveal which is best!

T
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here’s no doubt that camp
matting is one of the
most essential accessories
for caravanners looking
to add some comfort
to their setup. However, how do you
know which one is best? There’s a

great gap in pricing and materials
used, and there’s plenty of marketing
hype used that can really confuse
things. To give you the real answer
on which mat to buy, we’ve put the 6
best to the ultimate test. That’s right
– weeks of research, countless hours

of rigorous testing in a real world
situation, and 6 mats pushed to their
limit – don’t spend a cent on camp
matting until you read this. Can the
cheap homemade shade cloth solution
compete with the $200 top end
options? Read on to find out!
www.caravanandmotorhome.com.au
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ADVANTAGES OF
TRAVELLING WITH
A GROUND SHEET

There’s a reason why you see so many
caravanners using one – they keep dirt
out of the caravan, they make rough free
camps usable, and they add that bit of
extra comfort to any campsite or caravan
park site. A good mat will keep dirt,
dust and water at bay, it’ll be easy to peg
down, and it’ll pack up quickly, and easy
to clean. There’s also the safety factor to
consider – a good mat should have good
grip underfoot. Finally – nobody wants a
mat that’s uncomfortable to walk on!

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Camec
Coast to Coast
GO Mat
C-Gear
OzTrail
DIY Setup

CAMP MATS COMPARED!
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WHAT WE TESTED
BAG QUALITY:

1

The best bags were durable and
forgiving with your folding up skills.

6

WHERE ARE YOU TRAVELLING?
A vanner heading on a coastal run up to
Cairns will need a mat that can handle
varying conditions, from remote free
camping to the grassy plains of New
England, NSW. Those travelling to dusty
or sandy camps should be looking at a
mat that is good at letting small particles
through, and not letting them back up.
TIGHT WEAVE VS. LOOSE WEAVE:
Tighter weaves in a mat make them
easier to sweep, more comfortable
under foot, and better in soggy
conditions, however these mats aren’t
as good at dispersing water and sand,
and won’t let the grass breath and live
beneath. A loose weave is good for
sand and water dispersion and won’t
affect the grass much, but doesn’t
perform well in wet conditions and is
hard to sweep. You can see below the
difference between Camec’s mat (top),
and the Gomat (bottom).

www.caravanandmotorhome.com.au

$41 (4m x 1.83m)

Cost per square metre: $5.60
What’s good: 		

Cheap, and can be perfectly made to your desired size

What’s BAD: 		

Poor at dispersing water, not easy to sweep,
and uncomfortable under foot

HOW IT WENT

Which had the best fastening points?

WHAT TO LOOK
FOR IN A MAT
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PRICE: 		

PEGABILITY:

5
4

DIY SHADE CLOTH SETUP

We’ve all thought about it – “why spend
hundreds on a ground sheet when I can
just buy some shade cloth and make my
own”? It is certainly an affordable option,
but is it affective? The short answer is
– there’s a reason why companies have
made better versions of the DIY job.
While the shade cloth, which is available
at most large hardware stores, was
reasonably grippy in all conditions, it was
hard to sweep, uncomfortable underfoot,
and poor at keeping water and dirt at bay.
We recommend saving up a few more
bucks and buying a mat that’s purposemade for caravanners.

COMFORT:

You’ll be spending plenty of hours on
these bare-footed – the last thing you
want is a mat that’s too rough to walk on.

WATER DISPERSION:

What mat was best at getting rid of water?

SLIP TEST:

How much grip does each mat have?
We tested dry first, then wet each mat
to see the difference.

SOGGY CONDITION TEST:
Getting rid of the water is one thing,
but which is best at keeping it down
when you walk on the mat? This is
more important than water dispersion.

DIRT & SAND TEST:

Some mats are sold on the basis that
they are the best at dispersing sand and
dirt and keeping it below the weave.
We show you which one does this best.

SWEEP TEST:

What’s the point of having a mat if it
can’t keep your camp clean? We test
which are the easiest to sweep.

You can see here shade
cloth does not fare well
in wet conditions

Oztrail Ultramesh Tarp
PRICE: 		

$53 (3.6m x 2.4m)

Cost per square metre: $6.13
What’s good: 		

Good quality carry bag, affordable and had good grip
both dry and wet

What’s BAD:

Poor at filtering through dirt and sand

HOW IT WENT

The Oztrail Ultramesh Tarp does quite
a good job, considering its intended
purpose is for shade rather than a
ground sheet. For starters, it comes in a
durable, easy-to-store carry bag –it also
performed brilliantly in the Sweep Test.
However, it was pretty middle ground in
everything else. The tight weave on the
fabric meant it was poor at dispersing
water and sand. For $53 – we reckon this
is a cracker of an accessory for vanners
– it can be used as a ground sheet if you
need more outdoor living space, or be
used for extra shade when needed. As
solely a ground sheet, there are better
options on the market.

We put these mats
through their paces

www.caravanandmotorhome.com.au
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COAST TO COAST MULTI-PURPOSE
FLOOR MATTING

GOMAT
PRICE: 		

PRICE: 		

$99 (5m x 2.5m)

Cost per square metre: $21.14

Cost per square metre: $7.92
What’s good: 		

Comfortable, very good grip, and very easy to sweep

What’s BAD: 		

Not the best for soggy or dusty conditions

HOW IT WENT

We were really impressed with this matting. It was really comfortable under foot, and
had the best grip out of all mats. It easily dispersed water, dirt and sand, and was easy
to sweep. Where it fell short was in soggy conditions, and it let dirt and sand come
back through easily. It was also the heaviest and bulkiest mat, which is important to
consider when it comes to van weights and storage. This is a good all round mat, but
we question how it would go in harsh camps like the ones in the Gulf of Carpentaria
– it’s perfect for most free camps in Australia, and even more at home in caravan
parks. For just $99 for a big mat, this is brilliant value for money – plus it comes in a
huge range of sizes.
You can see here the weave is
quite wide on the Camec mat –
which made it great for water
and dirt dispersion. However,
water and dirt can easily come
back up through that weave

$185 (3.5m x 2.5m)

Soft to walk on, and
quality grip – this mat
had a lot of good points
for the price!

$85.95 (3m x 2.5m)

Cost per square metre: $11.46
What’s good: 		

Great at water and dirt dispersion

What’s BAD:

Tough to sweep, allows dirt to come up from below,
not good in soggy conditions

HOW IT WENT

Comfortable and great grip, very good at keeping
water down, and easy to sweep

What’s BAD:

Dirt and sand dispersion not as good due to tighter weave

HOW IT WENT

CAMEC FLOOR MATTING
PRICE: 		

What’s good: 		

Camec are known Australia-wide as a manufacturer and retailer of quality RV
products, and their camp matting is a true example of this. The loose weave in the
matting made it great for water and dirt dispersion, and ensured it wouldn’t damage
any grass below. However that was also its downfall – it didn’t fare well in soggy
conditions, and it was very hard to sweep. This kind of mat would work well in grassy
conditions, where there’s no big risk of a lot of dirt and dust rising and making a mess
in your outdoor living area.

This was our first good look at a GoMat – and to say we were impressed is an
understatement. It was very easy to use, comfortable and grippy under foot, and was
sensational at keeping water down. The GoMat was also the easiest to sweep, which
made up for the fact it wasn’t as good as others at dispersing dirt and sand. We like
the idea of GoMat’s ‘Plus’ range, which have Velcro on the edges so you can add
additional GoMats should you need more outdoor living space. Overall, the GoMat
is testament to the years of rigorous R&D done by their parent company, Sunbuster
– this is the mat that’ll be perfect in any kind of campsite. However, being one of the
more expensive mats tested, is it worth the money? Turn to the next page and find out!

The GoMat was the winner of
the soggy condition test – water
hardly even came up!

“Any mat can be good in friendly
conditions - the quality ones will
shine when the going gets tough!”
Dirt passed straight
through the Multimat,
and didn’t come back up

CGEAR MULTIMAT
PRICE: 		

$235 (4.3m x 2.4m)

Cost per square metre: $22.80
What’s good: 		

Brilliant at dispersing dirt and sand and keeping it below
mat, quality carry bag, and d-ring fastening points

What’s BAD: 		

Slippery both wet and dry

HOW IT WENT

The iconic CGear Multimat is one of the very popular names in this market, and it’s
easy to see why. CGear’s multi-weave technology is sensational at filtering through
dirt and sand, and keeping it down. The weave of the Multimat is not too tight or
loose, meaning you get the best of both worlds. The other top features of this mat is
the quality carry bag, and the fact it’s the only mat that has D-ring eyelets, and plenty
of them – meaning it scores full marks in pegability. A problem we found with the
Multimat is lack of grip, and unless you throw 8-10 pegs into it, the two layers slip on
each other, and in very wet conditions water can get between the two layers and cause
more trip hazards. Overall though, there’s a reason why so many vanners use a CGear
– they work well, and they’re super durable. CGear mats are made for dusty, sandy,
rough campgrounds like the ones you get up north.
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AND THE RESULTS ARE IN

BEST
OVERALL!

IF MONEY WAS NO OBJECT
- GOMAT

SHADE CLOTH

OZTRAIL
ULTRAMESH

COAST TO
COAST

CAMEC
MATTING

GOMAT

CGEAR
MULTIMAT

COST PER M2

$5.60

$6.13

$7.92

$11.46

$21.14

$22.80

SIZE TESTED

4m x 1.83m

3.6m x 2.4m

5m x 2.5m

3m x 2.5m

3.5m x 2.5m

4.3m x 2.4m

BAG QUALITY

N/A

4/5

3/5

3/5

3/5

5/5

PEGABILITY

2/5

3.5/5

2./5

4/5

4.5/5

5/5

COMFORT

2/5

3/5

5/5

2.5/5

4/5

3/5

SLIP TEST DRY

4/5

3.5/5

5/5

3.5/5

4/5

3/5

SLIP TEST WET

3/5

3/5

4/5

3/5

4/5

2.5/5

WATER
DISPERSION

3/5

3/5

4/5

3/5

4/5

2.5/5

SOGGY
CONDITIONS

3/5

3/5

2/5

2/5

5/5

3.5/5

DIRT AND SAND
TEST

2/5

1.5/5

3.5/5

4/5

4/5

5/5

SWEEP TEST

3/5

4/5

5/5

2/5

5/5

4/5

PRICE: $185

As you can see, if the GoMat didn’t rank first in tests, it rated a close second. Any mat
can be good in friendly conditions, it’s how they stand up to testing conditions that
shows us the quality of a mat – this is where the GoMat wins. Its ability to keep water
and dirt down, and its overall performance in comfort, grip and sweep tests show that
it’s perfect for our Aussie conditions. Is it worth the price? We reckon it definitely
is, especially if you’re the kind of caravanner that spends months on the road, and
regularly spends time free camping.

BEST VALUE FOR MONEY
- COAST TO COAST
MULTI-PURPOSE FLOOR MATTING
PRICE: $99

We were really surprised with the Coast to Coast Annexe matting – it performed
well above what it’s price suggests – coming up trumps in comfort and grip, while
being very competitive throughout all other tests. If you’re not a free
camper, this is the mat for you – it’s perfectly suited to caravan parks.
Free campers might prefer a more durable, tougher mat like the CGear
or GoMat – however for the price of just $99 – you won’t lose much
with one of these beauties!

BEST FOR
CARAVAN
PARKS!

*Winners for each test are highlighted

HONOURABLE MENTION
- CGEAR MULTIMAT
PRICE: $235

BEST F R
BEACH AON
OUTBACKD
CAMPS

We knew the CGear would be right up there with the best mats on the market. While
it was just shy of taking out the number one position, the CGear Multimat is the
right option for caravanners that spend most of their touring time up north in remote
camps like King Ash Bay, or in the Kimberley. It handles dirt and sand very well, and
will perform time and time again in the harshest of conditions.

WHERE TO GET THEM
SHADE CLOTH
BUNNINGS WAREHOUSE
W: www.bunnings.com.au

OZTRAIL ULTRAMESH
ANACONDA
W: www.anacondastores.com.au

CAMEC FLOOR MATTING - CAMEC
Ph: 1300 422 632
W: www.camec.com.au

CGEAR MULTIMAT
CGEAR
Ph: (03) 9645 4447
W: www.cgear.com.au

COAST TO COAST
MULTI-PURPOSE FLOOR MATTING
RV PARTS EXPRESS
Ph: (02) 9645 7666
W: www.rvpartsexpress.com.au
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GOMAT
SUNBUSTER
Ph: 1800 472 665
W: www.sunbuster.net.au
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